Extrapolation Techniques

Introduction
In any practical coincidence measuring system, at least one of the detectors, usually the ~-ray detector, is not exclusively sensitive to a single type of radiation. The basic expressions for the count rates (see Section 5.1) have to be modified (Campion, 1959; Baerg, 1966) by including the sensitivity of, for example, the ~-ray detector to radiations from the electromagnetic transition, namely to photons (gamma rays, x rays) and conversion electrons. For simplicity, we assume a very simple decay scheme with only one ~ --ray transition, followed by one )'-ray transition, and we describe the response to the conversion electrons and to all photons by the efficiencies Eee and E 131 , respectively (compare Equation 4.13 ). The count rates in the beta and gamma channels (p 13 and p 1 ) and the coincidence rate (p 131 ) can be expressed as (9.1) where A is the instantaneous source activity and a is the total conversion coefficient. The second term in the expression for p 131 takes into account the probability, Ee, of observing additional coincidences not stemming from coincident beta-gamma events, background or accidental coincidences, but produced when, for example, a ' Y ray is first scattered by the ~-ray detector and then detected in the )'-ray detector, or first Compton scattered in the )'-ray detector with the scattered ' Y ray then detected in the ~-ray detector. Coincidences may also occur due to bremsstrahlung detection in the )'-ray detector. Such interferences can be suppressed by setting energy windows in the region of the full-energy peaks in the gamma channel. The problem of counting this type of additional coincidences does not occur with anti-coincidence counting, where the anti-coincidence rate is (9.2) Note that the effect of the additional response in the expressions for p 13 (compare Equation 4.13) and p 131 is reduced by the factor (1 -E 13 ), the probability that the beta particle is not detected. Ifwe put Ee= 0, then P13) p 1 simplifies to E 13 , and we get
The activity, A, in Equation 9.3 reduces to p 13 p) P13 1 when the ~-ray efficiency, E 13 , approaches unity, showing the advantage of a 47Tj3 detector. Experimental variation of E 13 and (linear) extrapolation of p 13 p) p 131 for (1 -E 13 )/E 13 tending towards zero (i.e., E 13 ~ 1), by, for example, the least-squares method, yields the required activity A (Campion et al., 1960a; 1960b; Merritt et al., 1960; Houtermans and Miguel, 1962) .
There are several methods of varying the ~-ray detector efficiency: changing self-absorption by varying the amount of added carrier in the solution from which the source is prepared, foil-absorption by successive additions of thin (plastic) absorber foils, or threshold-level variation in the beta channel. If Ee ~ 0, then, as shown in the next section, more complicated equations result, but a similar extrapolation procedure can nevertheless be used.
Simple Approaches
In the case of more complex decay schemes, i.e., two or more alternative ~-ray branches (see Figure 4 .3, Section 4.3.3), sums of expressions like those in Equation 9.1 are needed to describe the observed count rates which have to be corrected for effects of decay, background, dead times and resolving time, namely
where the summations extend over all branches with the a/s being the branching ratios. (Compare Equations 4.14 a,b and 4.15 in Section 4.3.3 and the respective explanations given there in the text; if several gamma-ray transitions in cascade or parallel follow a ~-ray transition, the efficiency for all photon chains or conversion electron chains, starting from the rth level, can be described by a single gamma-ray or conversion-electron efficiency, so that formulae 9.4 are still applicable.)
Except for favorable cases, the majority of the quantities on the right-hand side of Equations 9.4 are not known with sufficient accuracy to derive a reliable value for A directly from the observed count rates on the left by solving these equations exactly.
However, Equation 9.4 can be expressed as and Using a 4' 1Tf3 detector, and varying the efficiency and extrapolating it to unit value, again helps for extracting an accurate value of the activity, A, in a manner which is essentially independent of a knowledge of the precise values of nuclear decay-scheme parameters (Baerg, 1973; Houtermans and Miguel, 1962; Campion et al., 1960a) . The primary requirement is that the efficiencies of the various 13-ray branches are functionally related and approach the value one simultaneously. As an example, the 13-ray efficiency of the rth branch and of the sth branch may, at least for high efficiencies, be related by a function gn so that 1 -EJ' >r = g/1 -EJ' >s) ---'> 0 as (1 -EJ' >s) ---'> 0.
( 9.6) This should be valid for all 13-ray branches, and similar expressions should exist for the efficiencies Ece' EJ»y , i: 0 , unless they are constant. Equations 9.5 are then reduced to or equivalently
In practice, the functions f 1 or f 2 are assumed to be polynomials in
PJ» y Py
The degree and the coefficient of the polynomial are determined by fitting experimental values of Pr., Py and PJ»y (applying corrections for dead times, resolving times, background and decay) for various levels of 13-ray detection efficiency (pr. ) p). The degree is chosen to be as low as possible while still being consistent with the data and, in favorable cases, it can be simply linear. The "efficiency functions," f 1 or f 2 , which now include efficiency and decay-scheme dependence indirectly in their parameters, are extrapolated to unit value in Pr.Y I Py· One or several 13-ray branches can be selected for the coincidence measurement by setting a gate in the gamma channel in the energy region of the associated gamma-ray transition. Assuming relation 9.6 means that the efficiencies for all 13-ray branches are always traced simultaneously. However, one must be careful that the conditions of Equation 9.6 are really fulfilled when varying the 13-ray efficiencies. It can be shown (Baerg, 1973 ) that just the methods for efficiency variation mentioned in Section 9.1 are acceptable.
Obviously, the most appropriate gamma-channel window is that which provides data sets for f 1 or f 2 that are as nearly linear as possible. Usually, the gamma-channel window is set on the full-energy peak of the gamma ray associated with the main 13-ray branch. Several gamma-channel settings can be used to search for possible systematic errors. Data sets obtained with different gamma-gate settings ideally should yield identical extrapolation values for A (Baerg, 1973).
Efficiency-Tracer Method
The efficiency-extrapolation method cannot be directly applied to pure 13-ray emitters, or to radionuclides where the excited state has such a long half life (e.g. , 137Cs with 133 s for the 662 keV level in 1 3 7 Bam) that 13-' Y coincidence measurements are completely impracticable, and the 13-ray detection efficiency cannot be measured directly. However, if a mixture is prepared of the 13-ray emitter and a suitable radionuclide emitting coincident beta and gamma rays, then the so-called "efficiency-tracer" technique can be used to determine the activity of the 13-ray emitter (Campion et al., 1960a; 1960b; Merritt et al., 1960; Baerg et al., 1964; Williams, 1964) . Such a mixture is made up from weighed aliquots of the two solutions, and, ideally, the 13-' Y emitter and the pure 13-ray emitter should exhibit a similar 13 end-point energy and spectral shape, and also a similar chemical behavior, so as to produce high-quality uniformly mixed sources. Measurements are made using the 4'1Tf3-'Y coincidence method combined with efficiency variation and extrapolation.
The value of the 13-ray count rate of the traced nuclide in the source is obtained by subtraction of the contribution of the tracer nuclide (referenced by a tilde " -"), as where Er. is the tracer efficiency measured, in the mixture source, as Pi3-y/ P-y using a gamma-channel window appropriate to the tracer nuclide.
As the efficiency of the traced nuclide cannot be directly measured, it is assumed to be related to the efficiency of the !3-'Y emitter by a polynomial function g, where 1 -Ei3 (traced nuclide) = g(l -€i3) (9.9) and hence Pi3 -A.e -' -1 f(l -€i3) = Ae-AtEi3 (traced nuclide)
The function g is fitted as a polynomial in (1 -Pi3) p-Y ) and extrapolation to €i3 = 1 then should give the activity, A, of the original solution. The function f (1 -€i3) and the activity A are determined by measurements on the tracer alone. In the case where the traced nuclide is shortlived, it may be possible to measure the tracer alone using the same mixture sources, after the traced nuclide has decayed. Corrections are sometimes applied, based on an analysis of the theoretical shapes of the !3-ray spectra, to allow for inadequacies in the assumption of Equation 9.9. A good example of efficiency tracing is the standardization of 137 Cs, for which the nuclide 134 Cs is a convenient tracer, because it can be very reliably standardized (Rytz, 1983; 1985b) and it is chemically identical with 137 Cs, which ensures uniform mixing. Furthermore, the principal !3-ray group with Emax = 658 keV is well matched to the 514 keV !3-ray branch of 137 Cs, so that the inefficiency (1 -Ef3) for 137 Cs is a simple single-valued function of the inefficiency (1 -€i3) for 134 Cs (compare Equations 9.6 and 9.9). Fortunately, the gamma gate to select the particular !3-ray branch in 134 Cs by the coincidence condition can be set in such a way that there is no interference from the 662 keV gamma-radiation Compton continuum due to the decay of the metastable state of 137 Bam. The response of the !3-ray detector to the conversion electrons and unconverted photons from the decay of 137 Bam provides a simple and well-established purely additive term in the expression for the total !3-ray detector count rate and can be easily taken into account (see Rytz, 1983; 1985b , which also contains further details about the efficiency functions in this special case).
Multi-Dimensional Methods
Depending on the nuclide under investigation, it may sometimes be more practical to express the !3-ray count rate as a function of not just one, but rather of two (or more) observed !3-ray efficiencies measured with two (or more) different gamma-gate settings, and to obtain A by a multivariate simultaneous extrapolation to 100% efficiency in two (or more) dimensions; thus l l Pi3-yl Pf3-y2 ]] p 13 = A 1 -f 1 --, 1 --, · · · ~A, P-y1 P-y2
Pi3-yl Pf3-y2 as -~ 1,-~ 1, ... ~ 1. (9.11) P-y1 P-y2
This approach is suggested by a consideration of the general forms of Equation 9.5, and it has been shown (e.g., for 57Co, 13 4 Cs: Smith and Stuart, 1975) that the !3-ray count rate expressed in this way may be a linear (or in other cases an almost linear) function of the observed !3-ray efficiencies or inefficiencies (1 -Pi3-yd py;) (9.12) over a wide efficiency range, and not a power series of higher order. Thus, a major source of systematic uncertainty in efficiency extrapolation due to the unknown form of the extrapolation function is greatly reduced.
The procedures described here, especially for !3-ray emitters, can be equally applied with minor changes to nuclides decaying by electron capture, if necessary with small corrections (see, e.g., Christmas et al., 1983, or Funck and Nylandstedt Larsen, 1983 , using liquid scintillation and elevated pressure proportional counters).
Computer-Discrimination Method
In the extrapolation technique for activity determination, the !3-ray count rate is measured at various values of !3-ray detector efficiency, E 13 , usually by a series of separate measurements. The computer discrimination method, however, allows a simultaneous measurement of !3-ray count rate over a continuous range of !3-ray efficiencies, thus providing a drastic reduction in the counting time required to obtain a given precision, and, in addition, reduces uncertainties due to random or systematic drifts in the equipment. The method is applicable when the magnitude of the !3-ray counter output is proportional to, or at least an increasing function of, the !3-particle energy, as with a liquid scintillator (neglecting wall effects) or a high-pressure proportional counter (but usually not with a small gas proportional counter working at atmospheric pressure).
The amplitudes of all !3-ray pulses are recorded, followed by integration above variable limits, or "discriminator levels", corresponding to a continuous range of !3-ray efficiencies. Anti-coincidence and coincidence spectra (and, therefore, also the total !3-ray pulse-height spectrum) can be recorded by a multichannel analyzer, or some other storage device, by arranging that beta pulses which are accompanied by the coincident gamma pulse from a particular selected gamma window, are stored in a segment of memory different from that where unaccompanied pulses are stored (Smith, 1975) . Beta and coincidence count rates are derived from the stored anti-coincidence and coincidence spectra for a sufficient number of discriminator levels-typically about 50-in order to follow any non-linearities in f(l -Pf3-y/ p-Y). The observed spectra must be corrected for dead time and resolving time, for which first-order formulae were given by Smith (1975) , and more exact formulae were later derived (Smith, 1987) , as described in Section 5.4. One must be aware that the count rates computed from the various "discriminator levels" are highly correlated. Therefore, the data fitting and extrapolation procedure require a generalized leastsquares routine (Martin, 1971) which explicitly takes into account the covariances between all data points, to give unbiased estimates of the fitted parameters LSC or PPG y-ray window AND gates settings stored spectra Pb(l) PPr,( I) PPr 2 (1) PPr/ I) 0, no Y1.Y2.Y3 0 with y 1 0 with y 2 ~with y 3
Channel number-~--o- Fig. 9.1 . Data collection for 47Tj3-'Y coincidence counting with efficiency extrapolation using the " computer discrimination" method employing different "I-ray window settings. (a) Block diagram of the electronics: the 13-ray anti-coincidence spectrum and the 13-ray coincidence spectra corresponding to different "I-ray window settings are stored in different segments of a storage device. ADC-analog-to-digital converter, LG-linear gate, LLDlower-level discriminator, LSC-liquid-scintillation counter, PPCpressurized proportional counter, SCA-single-channel analyzer. (b) Stored 13-ray spectra: anti-coincidence spectrum and coincidence spectra. Beta-ray count rates p~(l) = iJb(l) + L p~, i(l) and coincidence count rates p~, i(l), corresponding to the different "I-ray window settings i, are calculated for a series of discriminator levels I. . 9.2 . The decay scheme for 64 Cu, which is a good example of the use of three-dimensional extrapolation in observed 13-ray detector efficiencies for the three decay modes yielding the activity A. and their covariances. The above method is often called the "computer discrimination method" (Smith, 1975) , since it requires adequate computer facilities, and since the count rates are computed at various "discrimination levels" by manipulation of recorded spectra.
The method has been applied with up to three gamma channels, as shown in Figure 9 .1, but it could be further extended, and in the limit can be generalized to two-dimensional computer discrimination, by recording all beta-and gamma-ray pulses in a bidimensional "multichannel" analyzer (Smith, 1987) . This will even allow a choice of various gamma-gate settings to be made in "replay" mode after collection of the data. Thus, different versions of the extrapolation procedure as described in Section 9.4 may be tried. 3. Efficiency extrapolation with liquid-scintillation counting of 6 4 Cu : Variation of p~ (corrected for dependence on the apparent inefficiencies for the 13 -and 13 + branches, 1 -E1 and 1 -e 2 ) with the inefficiency of the electron capture branch 1 -EEC, as obtained from the respective ratios of the coincidence rates to the single rates. The graph shows the intersection of the fitted surface with the p~ -EE C plane. (After Christmas et al., 1983) .
